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Abstract 
Gierz, G. and A. Stralka, A characterization of full sublattices of finite dimensional Euclidean 
space, Topology and its Applications 45 (1992) 59-72. 
Full sublattices of finite dimensional Euclidean space are defined to be closures of bounded, 
open, connected sublattices of iw”. They are the basic building blocks in a theory for infinite 
distributive lattices. In this paper, using a variant of the Bergman double projection theorem, we 
show that a sublattice of [w” is full if and only if each of its triple projections into [w’ is full. This 
implies that for many problems concerning sublattices of Euclidean n-space it suffices to study 
low dimensional examples. 
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1. Introduction 
With the Cartesian product ordering and its usual topology, finite dimensional 
Euclidean space is a connected, distributive topological lattice. In our project to 
study sublattices of R” and their geometry, we have taken full sublattices to be the 
basic building blocks. These are compact, connected sublattices of R” which have 
dense, connected interiors. Full sublattices of R” were introduced and discussed in 
[3]. As we shall see in Theorem 4.5 such lattices are precisely the closures ofbounded, 
connected, open sublattices of R”. 
In this paper we shall adapt a description scheme of Wille to better fit our context. 
With this modified description scheme we shall show how the interiors of sublattices 
of R” can be calculated. This description scheme is closely related to the Bergman 
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double projection theorem, which in our context states that a sublattice of R” is 
completely determined by the collection of all its two-dimensional projections. The 
Bergman double projection theorem is not without severe limitations. For example, 
it does not detect full sublattices. In our major theorem though we show that a 
sublattice of R” is full if and only if each of its triple projections is full. 
2. Closed sublattices of finite products of complete lattices 
In this section, following the outline given by Wille in [6], but changing the 
language and modifying Wille’s proofs, we give a characterization of lattices which 
are complete sublattices and subdirect products of Cartesian products of complete 
lattices. This characterization is then specialized to sublattices of products of chains 
thereby yielding a construction scheme for complete sublattices of KY”. To set the 
context 
(i) Let (L,);,,, be a fixed family of complete lattices. For each i, the smallest 
element of L, is denoted by I and the greatest element is denoted by T. Suppose 
that L is a complete sublattice and a subdirect product of n,‘ ,, L,. 
(ii) For every index i,, E J let rr,,,:flIli., L, + L,, denote the i,,th projection. The 
restriction of r,,) to L will be denoted by p,,,. Since L is a subdirect product, p,,, is 
a surjection. 
(iii) Since L is a complete sublattice of the complete lattice n,,, L,, the maps p, 
preserve arbitrary infima and arbitrary suprema. Thus these maps have upper adjoints 
ei : Lj + L and lower adjoints 6, : L, + L. Explicitly, 
F,(Y) = sup{x E L: Pi(X) s r} 
=supp--l(r), 
6,(r) = inf{x E L: p,(x) 2 r] 
=infp l(r). 
It follows that p-‘(r)=[&(r), F,(r)], th t a F, preserves arbitrary infima, that 6; 
preserves arbitrary suprema, that e,(r) is meet-irreducible if r is and that S,(r) is 
join-irreducible if r is. These maps have been well studied. In particular, [2] is 
recommended as a source of information on this situation and much of what is to 
follow. 
(iv) For every pair of indices i, j E J we let 
l. 
a,,, = Pro&,, 
P,t, = PIO6,. 
Then CY~, is the upper adjoint of p,f,. For each XE L, we have F,(x)=(LY,,,(x)),,, 
and &(x) = (PJx)),,,. 
The focus of our attention will be on the families of maps of;, and /3:, given in 
(iv) above. They will be the key elements of our construction process which is, in 
essence, set out in the next definition. 
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2.1. Definition. Let (L,),,, be a family of complete lattices. A family of maps 
ai,, : Lj + Li satisfying 
(i) a,,,: Lj + L, preserves arbitrary infima; 
(ii) (Y,,, = id,,; 
(iii) a,,,(T) = T; 
(iv) a,,, o (Y,,k 2 ff,,h 
is called a J-dimensional family of upper seams. The dual notion of /-dimensional 
families of lower seams is defined accordingly. 
2.2. Proposition. Ler ( L,), t , be a family of complete lattices, and let L be a complete 
sublattice and a subdirect product of n,,, L,. Then the family (a:,)!,,,, is a J- 
dimensionalfamily of upper seams, and the family of maps (plfj)i,,i~J is a J-dimensional 
family of lower seams. 
Proof. All the proofs are conventional. For example, the inequality in (iv) can be 
verified as follows: CYf;,Oa,f~=(p,Oe,)o(p,o&k)=PIo(&,OP,)OEl,2P,oidLOFI,=P,o&k= 
I. 
ff,.k. 0 
In the next proposition we gather together two useful inequalities: 
2.3. Proposition. Let i, j, k E J. Then 
(1) P+o,frs of;& 
(2) a:,0 P,tS4%. 
Proof. Since o,$ s (u,f.,o(~k~ and since Pt., is the lower adjoint of II;, , we obtain 
Pf;,o&=&. q 
In the next proposition we establish two families of inequalities. These inequalities 
will serve to specify L within n,,, L,. 
2.4. Proposition. L={xE~,,,, Li: (Vi,j) of;j~~,(~)~~i(~)}={~~~i,, L,: (Vi,j) 
~~~,oT,(x)~T,(x)}. Moreover, ifxE L, then x=inf,,, E,o~T,(x)=su~,~,~,o’~~~(x). 
Proof. If xE L, then ~~,o~,(x) = p,o~~op~(x) 3 p,(x) = r,(x). 
Conversely, assume that for each pair of indices i, j E J, a:,0 T,(X) 2 T,(X). Define 
e =infrtJ &,orri(x). Since each ~,orr~(x) belongs to L and since L is complete, e 
belongs to L as well. Thus, since each p, preserves arbitrary infima, p,(e) = 
pi(inf,,, ~,Orr,(x)) =infitJp,o.s,07rTTi(x) =inf,,, czkio V,(X) = S-,(X). Thus e =x, and we 
also have established the fact that x = inf,,, E, 0 r,(x). 0 
Seeing that the lattice L defines a family of seams in a natural way, we turn the 
context around and seek to determine a complete lattice from a family of seams. 
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Suppose that Hi,, L, is a product of complete lattices and (cx,,,),,,~., is a J- 
dimensional family of upper seams. Define 
2.5. Proposition. The set L” is a complete sublattice and a subdirectproduct of n,EJ L, 
such that a,, , = a k; for each pair of indices i, j t J. Moreover, the map &i : L, + L” is 
given by c,(r) = (~I,,(r)),~I-r. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that L” is indeed a complete sublattice of (Li)i,J. Let p, 
and E, be defined as above with crki =P;oE,. Suppose that rE L,. Set x= (Ly,,,(r))lc,. 
Then, since LY~.,D~~~(x)=(YL,(N~,,(~)) 3 ak,,(r) = Z-~(X), it follows that x E L”. Since 
r,(x) = aI,, = r, we see that L” is a subdirect product of n,,, L,. Now, suppose 
that YE L” and p,(y)=r. Then p,(y)=~,(y)~~,~,~~~(y)=(~,~,(y)=p,(x), and it 
follows that x = e,(r). From this we obtain the equality a:;’ = LY,,, for all i, j E J. 0 
In the next proposition we specialize some of the information gathered above to 
finite products of complete chains. 
2.6. Proposition. Suppose that L is a complete sublattice and a subdirect product of 
jinitely many complete chains C, , . . , C,, , and let ( LY,, ,), c i, ,_ ,, be the associated family 
of upper seams of L. Then the set of primes of L is equal to {e,(r): 1 G i < n and r E C,}. 
Proof. Since L is distributive, meet-irreducible elements are prime. As was noted 
in Proposition 2.5, we have &,(r)=(a,,,(r) ,..., a,,,(r)). Since every element of C, 
is prime, e,(r) is too. Thus, {E,(r): 1 s i 5 n and r E C,} belongs to the set of prime 
elements of L. From Proposition 2.4 it follows that {c,(r): 1 G is n and rE C,} is 
the set of prime elements of L. II 
In dealing with complete chains and complete subdirect products of complete 
chains, we are involved with completely distributive lattices, which means that these 
structures have intrinsic topologies. Give each chain the interval topology and give 
products of chains the product topology. Then complete sublattices of finite products 
of complete chains are closed sublattices. 
As an application of the concept of seams we show 
2.7. Proposition. Suppose that ny_, C, is a$nite product of complete chains and L is 
a complete (and hence closed) sublattice and subdirect product of n:_, C,. Then L is 
connected tf and only if each C, is connected. 
Proof. Clearly, since the projections L+ C, are surjective and continuous, the 
connectedness of L implies the connectedness of all the factors C,. 
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3.2. Example. Suppose that L is the sublattice of [0, 113 defined by the following 
family of upper seams cy,,, : [0, I] + [0, 11: 
%,I(~) = %!(r) = a,.3(r) = 1, 
Then the three elements (1, i, 0), (0, 1, A), ($,O, 1) belong to L, and these elements 
generate a copy of the free distributive lattice with three generators which “spans” 
L in the sense that L is the unique smallest compact, connected sublattice of [0, 11’ 
which contains these three points (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1 
L is not a full sublattice since La= {(r, s, t): 0 < r, s, t <i} u {r, s, t: 4 < r, s, t < 1) is 
the union of two disjoint 3-dimensional open cubes. However, the double projects 
each are L-shaped regions which fill three quarters of the square: 
L,,, = {(I; s) E [0, 11’: r+ or s 2 l}; 
Ly = {(s, t) E [O, 11’: s =Z 4 or t 2 f}; 
L,,,={(t, r)E[O, 11”: tS$ or r>$}. 
Hence all the double projections are full sublattices of R’. 
Before we can prove the theorem that the triple projections determine fullness, 
we need a characterization of those families of sublattices Li,, G L, x L, that arise as 
families of double projections of sublattices L c L, x L2 x . . . x L,. In the following 
proposition, the symbol 0 denotes the relational product, and IdA E A x A is the 
diagonal, i.e., Id, = {(a, a): a E A}. 
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3.3. Proposition (Bergman [ 11). For each 1 s is n let V, be a lattice, and let ( Vt,i)l,j 
be a family of connected sublattices of the V, x V,. Then there is a sublattice LS 
v, x . ’ . x V,, such that V,,, = ri,,( L) if and only if the V,, j satisfy thefollowingproperties: 
(Vi,j, k) K,j” V,,k C V,k, (BPl) 
Wi,j> KY: = Y,l, (BP21 
(Vi) V,,i E Id,. (Bf’3) 
4. Full sublattices of Euclidean space 
In this section we first show how the interior of a sublattice of R” can be computed 
by using its defining family of seams. Using this tool, we shall give a characterization 
of full sublattices of R” by means of triple projections into R’. Although most of 
our results remain valid for arbitrary connected chains, we restrict our discussion 
to R”. 
Suppose that f: [0, l] + [0, 11 is an arbitrary function. We define f: [0, l] + [0, l] 
by 
p(r) = sup{g( r): g : [0, l] + [0, l] is continuous and g d f }. 
Then 
- 
f(r)=sup inf f(s). 
FB” IT-+-F 
The function p: [0, l]+ [0, l] is defined by 
f(r) = inf{g(r): g: [0, l] + [0, l] is continuous and f c g} 
= inf sup f(s). 
F>O iI-Yi.- F 
It follows that f is the maximum lower semicontinuous function below f, while 1 
is the minimum upper semicontinuous function above f: Should f be monotone 
increasing, then 
” 
f(r)=sup{f(s): s=O or s<r}; 
f(r)=inf{f(s):s=l ors>r}. 
Moreover, in this case f and p are both monotone with f preserving arbitrary 
suprema and p preserving infima. Thus both f and p would have adjoints. Suppose 
that f itself has a lower adjoint g. Then f preserves arbitrary infima, and therefore 
p=J; and similarly g = g. However, in general f< f and 2 > g. Since f preserves 
suprema and S preserves infima, we might suspect that .i is the lower adjoint of g. 
Examples can be easily found to show that this is not necessarily true. The impedi- 
ments to forming an adjunction occur at the endpoints. 
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4.1. Lemma. Let f: [0, I] + [0, l] be a map with lower adjoint g: [0, l] + [0, 11. Then 
f(r)<s H r<g(s) Vr,sE[O,l]. 
Moreover, ifO<rsl and O~s<l, then 
f(r)Ss e rGg(s), 
s<j(r) B g(s)<r. 
Proof. Since [0, l] is totally ordered, the first statement is equivalent to 
sGf(r) @ g(s)Sr. 
And for the same reason, the other two assertions are equivalent. Hence it is enough 
to verify the last statement: 
s<?(r) e (38>0) s+eFf(r-e) 
C3 (3e>O) g(s+e)Sr--F 
G g(s)<r. 0 
We specialize Lemma 4.1 to seams. 
4.2. Corollary. Let LG [0, 11” be a closed sublattice and subdirect product of [0, 11” 
with upper seams (a,,,),,, and lower seams (p,,!) ,,,. Then for 0 <x, =S 1 and 0~ xi < 1 
we have 
Gi,,(Xf) s X, G Xj s p/,r(Xi), 
xi<Gyi,,(xj) e B,,,(xi)<xj. 
Note that the interior operator in the next proposition is for R”. 
4.3. Lemma. Suppose L is a closed sublattice and subdirect product of [0, l] x [0, l] 
having {(u,,~, 4 as its family of upper seams. Then 
L”={(x,,x,): &,,(x,)>x, for i,j=1,2 and O<x,,xz<l}. 
Moreover, L is full ifand only if&, j 0 ci,,;( r) 2 r for {i, j} = { 1, 2} with inequality holding 
for all r in the open unit interval. In this case, if 0 < x, , x2 < 1, then 
&,I (x1) = SUP{% : (XI, x2) E L”I, 
&,,z(xJ = sup{x, : (XI) XJ E L”}. 
Proof. If (x,, x2) E L”, then it follows that for some E > 0 we have [x, -E, x, + E] X 
[X,-F, x2+ F] s L. It follows that &*,,(x,) 3 x, + F > x,, and similarly &I,z(xJ > x2. 
Hence L’E {(x1, x2): cT,,.~(x,) > x, for i, j = 1,2}. 
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Conversely, since the functions ai,, are lower semicontinuous, the sets 
{(x1 9 x2): cT,,~(x~) > xl> and {(x1, x2): ai,,, > x2> are open. Since a,,j(X,) 2 G,,;(x,), 
it follows from Proposition 2.4 that Lz{(x,, x1): &,,,(x,)> xi for i, j= 1,2 and 
0 < x, , x2 < l} and hence 
L”~{(x,,~~):&,,,(~,)>~~fori,j=1,2andO<x,,x,<1}. 
Next, assume that LG [0, 112 is a closed subdirect product that is a full sublattice 
of R2. For r = 0 we obviously have & 2,,0G,,2(r)~O= r. If O<r< 1, then since L” is 
connected, there is an element s so that (r, s) E L”. It follows that 
r ( G,,2(s) G ~,,2°ar’2,,(~). 
If r = 1, then for each s < r we have 
s < Li;,,ZO&J(S). 
Since the &j,j preserve suprema, we obtain 1~ ~Z,,~o&;,,,(l). 
Conversely, assume that 
r<Ly- -,.,O&,i(r), {i,j] = {I, 21, 
with equality holding only if rE (0, l}. Pick any O< r< 1. Then r< G,,,o&~,,(~). 
Hence, by the definition of the &,,j, we can find an s < G2,,(r) so that r < G,,?(s). It 
follows that (r, s) E L”. Therefore L” is a subdirect product of the open square, and 
it follows from [4, Proposition 3.51 that L” is connected. We have to verify that L” 
is dense in L. It is enough to show that the closure of L” contains all primes of L, 
i.e., all elements of the form (r, al,,(r)) and ((Y,,~(s), s). 
We will firstly discuss the case where 0 < r < 1. Assume that Gz,,( r) = a2,,( r). Then 
- 
r < a,,,~&~,,(r) = &,,2(a2,,(r)). By the definition of G1,7, we can find a sequence of 
elements s, < cz2,,(r) such that sup,, s, = a2,,(r) so that r < &,,,(s,). For each s,, we 
have (r, s,) E L”, and therefore (r, a2,,( r)) belongs to the closure of L”. 
Next, assume that s,=~z,,(r)<a2,,(r)=~2. Let r,=aC;,,2(s,)=ci;,,lo~~.,(r)>r. 
Then 
Forexample,(r,,s,)~Lsincer,=~,,,(s,)~cu,,,(s,)ands,~al;2,,~,,2(s,)=~2,I(r,)~ 
az,i(r,). Similarly it is shown that (r, s,) and (r, s2) belong to L. Since L is connected 
by Proposition 2.6 and since the intervals [(I; s,), (r, sz)] and [(r, s,), (r, , s,)] are 
chains, we have that [(r, s,), (r, s,)], [( r, s,), (r,, s,)]~ L. It follows that [r, r,] x 
[ sl, s2] s L, and hence (r, s2) = ( r, a2,, (s)) belongs to the closure of the interior of L. 
If r = 0, then since the (Y,,, preserve directed infima, we have (0, a2,,(0)) = 
inf+,,, (5 a2,,(r)L and therefore (0, a2,,(0)) also belongs to the closure of the 
interior. 
For r = 1 we firstly show that 1 = (am., = G,,,( 1). Indeed, assume that s = &,,,( 1) < 
1. Then s< Gz,,oci;, 2(s)~ G,,,(l) = s, a contradiction. Hence cy2,,(1) = G,,,(l), and 
therefore (Ye,, is continuous at 1. It follows that (l,l)=(l,(~~,,(l))= 
suprr, (x, a*,,(r)), and therefore (1, 1) belongs to the closure of the interior of L. 
It remains to show that for full sublattices L of [w’ we have 
G,,,(r) = sup{s: (I; s) E L”}, 
G,,,(s) = sup{ r: (r, s) E L”}. 
Clearly, if (Y, s) E L“, then s < g2,,(~), and therefore sup{s: (r, s) E Lo}< cu’,,, . Con- 
versely, let O< r < 1. Then, since L” is connected, there is an element O< s < 1 so 
that (r, s) E L”. From the characterization of L” using the G,,, it follows that (r, t) E L” 
whenever s s t < Gz,,(r), hence C,,,(r) s sup{s: (r, s) E L”}. 0 
Remark. It should be pointed out that for full closed subdirect products Lc [0, 11” 
we have Gi,,(l) = 1 and &i,,(O) = inf,,. I. , G,.,(r). In this sense, the maps G,,, are 
completely determined by L”. We will use this remark later. 
The next result is a consequence from the Bergman double projection theorem 
and Lemma 4.3. 
4.4. Theorem. Suppose that L is a closed sublattice and a subdirect product of [0, 11” 
and that {a,,,: i, j E n} is the .famify upper seams of L. ‘Then the interior of L with 
respect to R” is {(x,, . .,x,): &,,,(x,)>x,for all i,j}. 
Proof. As we noted in Lemma 3.1, it is a consequence of the Bergman double 
projection theorem that L” = n,_ ,_ ,‘ n LT, This fact coupled with Lemma 4.3 yields 
this theorem. 0 
Note that we did not claim that LT, = ri7,,,( L”). As a matter of fact, Example 3.2 
shows that this equation is incorrect. Theorem 4.6 demonstrates that Example 3.2 
is in some sense a typical counterexample. Before we formulate this result, we have 
to establish the fact that open dense sublattices of closed sublattices of R” are unique: 
4.5. Theorem. Let LC R” be a bounded sublattice of the Euclidean space, then L” is 
a sublattice of L. Moreover, if L is a closure of an open connected sublattice M c R”, 
then M = L”. In this case M is the smallest connected dense sublattice of L. 
Proof. That L” is a sublattice of L follows from the fact that lattices generated by 
open subsets of R” are open. Now, suppose that L is the closure of an open, 
connected sublattice M = R”. By definition, M G L”. Since L” = n,. ,. ,‘ ,, VT;:( Ly,), 
the Bergman double projection theorem implies that we need only to show that 
r,,,(M) 2 Lyj for every pair of indices i, j E n. 
Since 7r,,, is a continuous map, Z-,,,(M) is a dense, connected sublattice of L,,. 
Suppose that (x,, x,) E Ly,. Then both the sets A ={(r, S)E L,.,: r>x,, s<x,} and 
B = {(r, s) E L,, ;: r < x,, s > x,} contain points of Le,, . Since r,,,(M) is dense in L ,,,, 
we can find elements a E An Z-,,,(M) and b E Bn r,,,(M). Then since r,.,(M) is 
connected, it follows that the one-dimensional intervals [a A 6, a], [a A b, b] belong 
to r,,(M). Therefore [a A 6, a v b] E 7Ti,j(M)r which implies that (xi, xi) E ri,,(M). 
Thus L;,, = ri,, (M). 
Now let N G L be any connected dense sublattice of L, and assume that L is the 
closure of an open connected sublattice M. Then we can repeat the arguments from 
the last paragraph with N in place of M and find that M = L”E N. 0 
It follows from the last result that full sublattices of R” can also be characterized 
as those sublattices that are the closure of open, connected, bounded sublattices of 
IR”. We will make use of this observation in the following: 
4.6. Theorem. Let Lc R” be a closed subdirect product of [0, l]“, and let the upper 
seams of L be given by the a,,,. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) L is a full sublattice of 62”; 
(ii) for all triples i, j, k E { 1, . . . , n}, L ,,,, h = rr ,,,, k( L) is a full sublattice of R3; 
(iii) for all triples i, j, k E { 1, . . , n} we have 
(a) ~,k(~I)~~,,i~~,,r(~h) whenever O<X~G~, 
(b) r<G,,,oGi,,(r) forall O~rsl and r<(i;,,,O&,,;(r) whenever O<r<l and 
i#j. 
Proof. (i)+(ii) Assume that L is full. Then L” is connected and dense in L. It 
follows that T~,,,~(L”) is an open, connected, dense sublattice of QT,,~,~( L), and 
therefore T,,~,~( L) is a full sublattice of R’. 
(ii)+(iii) Clearly, for every pair of indices i, j, the set L,,, = ri,,( L) is a full 
subdirect product of [0, 11’. Hence (b) follows from Lemma 4.3. For a proof of (a), 
note that for 0 < xk < 1 we have 
CYl,,k(XJ = sup{x,: (Xi, Xk) E LP,h}. 
Moreover, Theorem 4.5 implies that L$ = TT,,~( Ly,,k). Using the Bergman property 
(BPl) weith L& in the place of L,i, utilizing Lemma 4.3, and observing the fact 
that the &i,j preserve suprema, we obtain 
&i,kCxk) = sUp{xi: Cxi, xL.) E Lykl 
s s”P{xi: Cyxj)(Cxt, x,) E LT,,~ Cxjv xk) E LS;)I 
= sup{&,,(x,): (x,, Xk) E q,kI 
= Gi,~(SUP{X,: Cxj, xk) E LLk)) 
=CX -,,., o &z(Xk). 
For xh = 1, we use the fact that the G preserve suprema to obtain d;+(l) = 
suP,~I~l 4,kCYk. s SUP,‘rCl &,,~,,k(Yk) = K,ja;,,k(l). 
(iii)+(i) For each pair i, j E (1,. . . , n} of indices let 
V,,j={Cxi, x,)E]O, I[*: G8,,(xj)>X,, sj,r(xn)>X,}. 
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Then it follows from Lemma 4.3 that V,j is the interior of Li,i and that V,,, is 
connected and dense in L,.,. Let 
v=n ~,/Yv,,,). 
‘3, 
Then V is an open sublattice of L. By Theorem 4.4 it is enough to show that V is 
connected and that V is dense in L. First, note that the family (V,,,),,, satisfies the 
Bergman properties (BPI), (BP2), and (BP3): Indeed, assume that (x,,x~)E V,,,. 
Then 
x, <6.,(x,) s 6,,0&,k(xk), 
- 1 
x!, < %,,(X,) 4 ak,,“~,.’ - (xz). 
From the fact that the G;,, preserve suprema and since xi < &,,,oGj,,(x,), it follows 
that we can find an element x: so that 
x,< G,j(x:)2 x: <min{+(x,:), 4.,(x,)1. 
Similarly, we can find an element xf so that 
x!, < &, , (x;)> xT<minl~,.i(x,), &(xk)j. 
Let x, = max{x:, xf}. Then 
x, <6.,(x;), xh <&,(x,)9 
x, < c,,i(xf), x, < ~/A(&), 
and hence 
(x,, x,) E v,,,, Cxj, xk) E v,,k. 
Thus (BPl) holds, and by definition, (BP2) and (BP3) are trivial. Proposition 3.3 
now implies that 
K,, = T!.,(V). 
Therefore V is a subdirect product of a power of the open unit interval, and therefore 
from [4, (3.5)] it follows that V is connected. Let L,G L be the closure of V. We 
have to show that L,= L. Assume not. Then, by the Bergman double projection 
theorem, there are indices i,j such that v,j = n,,,(V) E T,,,( L,,) f r,,;(L), contradict- 
ing the fact that V,,, is dense in rr,,j( L). q 
The following example shows that the inequality c%,,~(x,)G ar’,iGj.k(xI) is not 
necessarily true for xk = 0. 
4.7. Example. Define the maps LY,,, for i, j E { 1,2,3} as follows: 
Q>,,(Y) = 1; ~,,3(r) = 1; 
%,1(~) =$(I + r); Ql,3(Y) = 1; 
%,2(r) = 1; 
(see Fig. 2.) 
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Fig. 2 
Then 
and CC,,, = cy,,, whenever (i,j) # (2,3). It is now easy to verify that the lattice L defined 
by L = {(x,, x2, x,) E [0, l]? x, 4 CY,,; (x,)} is a full sublattice of R’. However, G?,,(O) = 
+>t= &J&,.,(O). 
4.8. Corollary. Let LE R” be a full sublattice that is a subdirect product qf’ [0, 11”. If 
the cy,, , are the upper seams of L, then each LX,., is continuous at 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.6(iii) we have 
1~(&;,,~&,,,)(1)=~,,,(s,,,(1))~~,~,(1)=1. 
It follows that a,,,( 1) = G,.,(l), i.e., cy,,, is continuous at 1. 0 
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